Abstract. In the 1.5D Terrain Guarding Problem we are given an x-monotone polygonal line defined by k vertices and a set G of points from the terrain, i.e. guards, and a set N of points from the terrain which are to be seen (guarded) by guards. We deal with a weighted version of the guarding problem where guards G have weights and the goal is to find a minimum weight subset of G to cover all the points in N , and a version where points from N have demands, and the goal is to find the smallest subset from G such that every point in N is seen by the demanded number of guards. Both problems are NP-hard and have a factor 5 approximation ([3], [4] ). We show that if (1 + ϵ)-approximate solver to the corresponding linear program is a computer, for any ϵ > 0, an extra 1 + ϵ factor will appear in the final approximation factor for both problems. We compare our parallel implementation based on GPU and CPU threads with Gurobi solver and conclude that our algorithm outperforms Gurobi solver on large and dense inputs typically by one order of magnitude.
Introduction
A terrain T is an x-monotone polygonal chain with set of vertices i.e., a piecewise linear curve intersecting any vertical line in at most one point. The terrain polygon P T determined by T is the closed region in the plane bounded from below by T . For two points p and q in P T , we say that p sees q and write p ∼ q, if the line segment connecting p and q is contained in P T , (see Figure 1 ). This kind of guarding problem and its generalizations to 3-dimensions are motivated by optimal placement of antennas for communication networks [1] . The 1.5D-terrain guarding problem is to select a smallest set of guards X from terrain T such that for every p ∈ T there is a guard in X that sees p. Contribution In this paper we present an implementation of terrain guarding algorithms from our results [3] and [4] and show how approximately solving corresponding LP of terrain guarding problem can induce an error in approximation of these problems but gaining on efficiency with respect to the error.
Preliminaries
Let T be a 1.5D terrain and let V (T ) denote the vertices of T . The complexity of 1.5D terrain is the number of terrain vertices |V (T )|. We write p < q if p lies to the left of q and symmetrically, we write p > q if p lies to the right of q. Also, let V(q) := {p : p ∈ T, q ∼ p} denote a visibility region of a point q. The left and right visibility region of a point q is defined as V L (q) = {p : p ∈ V(q), p < q} and V R (q) = {p : p ∈ V(q), p > q} respectively. Throughout this paper, we consider the discrete version of the problem, i.e. we are given a finite set of possible guards G ⊂ T and a finite set of points N ⊂ T and our goal is to select a minimum set of guards X ⊆ G to guard N . It can be shown that the 1.5D terrain guarding problem instance can be reduced to discrete one by incurring an extra O(n 2 ) points to the terrain (see [1] ). In this work, the implementations of the 2 variants of the discrete 1.5D terrain guarding problem are presented:
• In the weighted 1.5D terrain guarding problem we are given a 1.5D terrain instance T with a set of points N ⊂ T and a set of guards G ⊂ T with associated weights w : G → R + . The goal is to find a minimum weight set of guards X ⊆ G to guard all the points in N .
• In the 1.5D terrain guarding problem with demands we are given a 1.5D terrain instance T with a set of guards G ⊂ T and a set of points N ⊂ T with an associated demand function d : N → Z + . The goal is to find a minimum guard set X ⊆ G such that every point p ∈ N is guarded by at least
Special classes of linear programs. Let A be a non-negative m × n real matrix, and b, c and u are vectors consisting of non-negative real values.
• A packing-covering problem is a primal-dual linear program (LP) pair:
• A multi-cover problem with boxed constraints (as a special case of mixed packingcovering problem) is a primal-dual LP pair:
The strong duality property implies the equality in (1) and (2) (for more information see [2] and references therein). We are interested in finding efficiently an approximate solution of problem (1) and (2) respectively (note that these linear programs can be solved in polynomial time due to [9] ).
Programming environment Gurobi is the state-of-the-art solver for mixed integer linear and mixed integer quadratic programming. The tool employs several methods in parallel to find efficiently solution of the corresponding optimization problem (more details in [8] ). CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) represents a computing engine developed for NVIDIA graphics processing units (GPUs) supporting both graphics and general computing. The CUDA API enables us to implement parallel computation over the large number of threads running on GPU cores. Extensive description of CUDA architecture and CUDA API usage can be found in textbook [13] .
Implementation of the 1.5D Terrain Guarding algorithms
In this section we present a implementation model of guarding 1.5D terrains. The generic algorithm for the 1.5D terrain guarding problem can be expressed as Algorithm 1.
return X Algorithm 1: Generic algorithm for guarding 1.5D terrains
The Calculate-Visibilty procedure receives as an input a 1.5D terrain T and a set of guards G and a set of vertices N and calculates a visibility matrix for the pairs G, N of terrain T , i.e. for every point p ∈ N and every guard g ∈ G it calculates the relation g ∼ p by checking whether all terrain vertices v between g and p lie strictly below this segment. This step can be done by checking if the triangle area formed by these 3 points is non-negative, as seen in the Figure 2 . The overall time of this step is O(mnk) where k = |V (T )| (computing determinant takes O(1) time). Due to our assumption that there are polynomially many guards and points, we present the visibility relation as an binary matrix A ∈ R m×n for the purpose of fast visibility queries (
The procedure LP-Form defines an integer linear program relaxation (i.e, a linear program) of the corresponding terrain guarding problem:
where A is the computed visibility matrix, w are weights and d demands. Vector u is an upper-bound on the number of copies of any guard we are able to use.
The fundamental part of the algorithm is LP-Solve procedure which solves (3) with respect to error parameter ϵ ≥ 0. If ϵ = 0 then the procedure finds an optimal solution using the state-of-the art LP solvers, else, it returns (1 + ϵ)-approximation using the approximate solvers presented in [6] and [5] which running-time explicitly depends on the size of problem and the 1/ϵ parameter.
In the Find-Guard-Points procedure, algorithm chooses the guards that are also points which have large fractional values with respect to x * and parameter α > 0 reducing the problem instance and achieving the condition needed by combinatorial algorithms developed in [3] and [4] .
The Left-Guarding and Right-Guarding procedures are implementations of the combinatorial algorithms for finding an optimal set of left and right guards. It's implementation varies depending on the problem instance (weighted guarding or guarding with demands).
Algorithm implementation of Weighted 1.5D Terrain Guarding
The problem instance is represented by (3) where d p = 1, ∀p ∈ N and u g = 1, ∀g ∈ G. The constraint 0 ≤ x ≤ u is then x ≥ 0 because every point needs no more than one guard. The problem (3) is than a dual of packing-covering problem (1).
Solving covering-packing problems The LP-Solve for ϵ > 0 gives an (1 + ϵ)-approximation but with 1/ϵ 2 dependency in the running time [6] . The complete CUDA algorithm for the packing-covering approximate solver is given in [11] .
Let us consider, further on, the case when Algorithm 2 returned an (1 + ϵ)-approximation of the (3) (treated as a covering problem, and appropriate dual as packing problem), namely, (x ′ , y ′ ).
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return (x, y) Algorithm 2: Approximation scheme for packing-covering problems from [6] Weighted problem instance reduction Find-Guard-Points finds point-guards
Left and right guarding problems The Decompose procedure defines the partition of points N ′ into two sets N L and N R as
1: procedure Weighted-Left-Guarding(T, G, N, w) 2:
processing from the left:
3:
for p ∈ N processed from left to right do
6:
if VL(p) ∩ X = ∅ then
7:
gp ← arg min{w ′ (g) : g ∈ VL(p)} 8:
10:
Pruning step:
11:
for p ∈ Y processed from right to left do 12:
13:
X ← X \ {gp}
14:
return X Algorithm 3: Finding an optimal set of left guards
In terms of generic algorithm notation, we say
The left guarding problem can be solved in polynomial time optimally as shown in [3] . The simple procedure shown in Algorithm 3 is a greedy algorithm that finds a optimal set of left guards X L from G ′ that guard all the points in N L (see [12, on croatian] for a complete proof). By symmetric formulation, the WeightedRight-Guarding procedure finds an optimal set of right guards X R from G ′ that guards N R . Both algorithms run in O(mn) time.
Overall approximation of the Weighted 1.5D Terrain Guarding problem
Let (x * , y * ) denote an optimal (fractional) solution of (3). The LP-Solve procedure returns (x ′ , y ′ ) such that
We argue that using (1 + ϵ)-approximation can produce an approximate solution not arbitrarily far from the optimal solution. Proof. The analysis tightly follows the analysis from [3] which is given for ϵ = 0. The cost of rounded point-guards is w(
Moreover, using the same analysis, it can be shown that w(
, therefore, in overall, and using (5):
where OPT is an optimal solution of the weighted problem. Running time of the algorithm takes O(ϵ −2 n 2 m log n) steps on the RAM machine due to [6] and CUDA algorithm takes O(ϵ −2 mn log n log m) time due to [11] .
Algorithm implementation of 1.5D Terrain Guarding problem with Demands
The problem instance is represented by (3) where w g = 1, u g = 1, ∀g ∈ G. Due to non-trivial demands, the condition 0 ≤ x ≤ u cannot be simplified and (3) is then a primal of multi-cover problem with boxed constraints (2).
Solving LPs of multi-cover problems with boxed constraints
If the error parameter ϵ = 0 the procedure LP-Solve uses Gurobi LP solver to solve optimally LP, otherwise, we use an approximate solver for (2) from [5] .
Approximating multi-cover problems with boxed constraints Fleischer [5] proposed the approximation algorithm based on primal-dual updates described in Algorithm 4.
Theorem 2 ([5]). Algorithm 4 in
O(ϵ −2 n 2 m log(c T u)) time returns an (1 + ϵ)- approximation of (2).
Let x
′ be a feasible solution from a (1 + ϵ)-approximation of (3) returned by Algorithm 4.
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while c T x < 1 do 7:
while Lx(p) < α and c T x < 1 do 9:
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Algorithm 4: An approximation scheme for multi-cover problems with boxed constraints from [5] Reduction of the version with demands We update the problem instance with
The left and right multi-guarding The Decompose procedure defines the portions of demand that should be met from left and right with respect to the fractional value x ′ : dp,L =
There is a combinatorial algorithm given as Algorithm 5 from [4] that can find a minimum set of left guards X L such that for every point
different guards in X L that see the point p. By symmetry, the version for the right guarding, namely, Right-Multi-Guarding algorithm produces set of optimal right guards. Both algorithms run in O(mn) time.
4:
while |X ∩ VL(p)| ≤ dp,L do 5:
return X Algorithm 5: Finding optimal set of left guards where points have demands.
Overall approximation of the 1.5D Terrain guarding with demands Let (x ′ , (y ′ , z ′ )) be a primal-dual (1+ϵ)-approximation returned by LP-Solve procedure implemented as Algorithm 4. By the definition of (1 + ϵ)-approximation and the strong LP duality property we have the following condition: Proof. Following the analysis from [4] we can construct a feasible solution for left and right multi-guarding problem (as an LP formulation) with respect to x ′ . The cost of the returned solution is
where OPT denotes the optimal solution of guarding problem with demands.
Experiments
In this section we test our terrain guarding approximation algorithms against Gurobi Integer Linear Programming solver for the 1.5D terrain guarding instances. Our implementation uses CUDA programming environment for Algorithm 2 and POSIX threads to solve in parallel left and right guarding problems.
Platform All the measurements are taken on the quad-core Intel 2.8 MHz i5 processor with 8 Gb RAM coupled with GPU processing unit TESLA C2070 with 6 GB of DDR5 RAM having 448 massively threaded processing cores with 1.15 GHz clock rate that can run in parallel 30000 threads and high memory bandwidth of 144 GB/s.
Tests and Comparisons
Testbeds are 1.5D terrains and every vertex of the terrain is guard and point, i.e. G = N = V (T ) with trivial weights and demands. The input varies on the size of terrains which are randomly generated.
In Table 1 and Table 2 are given experimental results for our testbeds. Number of terrain vertices is denoted as |V (T )| and d represents a density of the corresponding visibility matrix. The value of optimal solution returned by Gurobi ILP solver is given as GRB-OPT with running time GRB-TIME. The value of approximation returned by our algorithm is given in TG-APX and the running time is given as TG-TIME. The approximation ratio is expressed as γ. The performance ratio of our algorithm and Gurobi solver is given in GRB-TIME TG-TIME . Time measures are expressed in seconds. Table 2 : Gurobi solver vs 6-approximation (ϵ = 0.2).
Based on the results, we can see that our algorithm outperforms Gurobi ILP solver for larger and denser inputs. The reason for that is that the current implementation of algorithm is developed for dense matrices and the overhead for initialization of GPU computation (mapping threads, copying data to device memory etc.) is evident on lower inputs. Moreover, for larger inputs, CUDA achieves better performance due to the large number of threads working in parallel. It is also worth noting, that the number of iteration of Algorithm 2 is much smaller for greater ϵ. The approximation ratio achieved in these random examples isn't tight as in the analysis.
Conclusion
We presented an implementation of state-of-the art approximation algorithms forusing CUDA and POSIX threads. Using (1 + ϵ)-approximation of LP solvers we induced an error in overall approximation but gained explicit dependency of our approximation algorithms in terms of 1/ϵ 2 . We tested our implementation with
Gurobi integer linear programming solver and conclude that our algorithm well behaves on large and dense inputs depending on the choices of ϵ.
Future work. Rewriting CUDA programs for sparse matrices would also benefit the performance of our algorithm applied to terrain inputs with sparse visibility matrices. We believe that our implementation can be used in heuristics for solving guarding problem on terrain in 3D.
